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The first sentence of even the best cover letter should simply include, a personal introduction an explanation
of how the job opening was discovered Your opening line is like a firm handshake â€” a formality, but an
important one nonetheless. The lists contain many examples of good hobbies to include on your CV,
depending on your job. The rule of thumb is only to include activities that contribute to and strengthen the
application. Use this space to explain how your previous work experience, skills, and abilities will allow you
to meet their various needs. With some creative thinking, you can turn just about any hobby or learning
experience into a resume or interview asset. A bad one, however, can make you look unprofessional and hurt
your job prospects. Google, for instance, is now famously known for allowing employees to play games, take
a walk or do sports in order to relieve stress or become more productive during working hours. Meeting people
outside of your normal social and professional spheres is an excellent way to broaden the reach of your job
search. However, not every one of the above categories may be suitable for your situation and the job that you
are applying for. Bain activities such as playing chess are a good match for jobs which are technical or
analytical in nature e. So in addition to refining your resume and assiduously applying for jobs, consider these
pursuits that are lots of fun and can make just about any candidate more attractive to hiring managers.
Business and marketing jobs Roles: Business advisor, manager, supervisor, marketing consultant, etc. Cover
letter opening paragraph The rest of your first paragraph should concisely present your background. Study a
Language Even knowing only the basics of a second language can be a boon in many jobs -- for instance,
greeting foreign clients in their own tongue makes a great first impression. Even better, most can be done for
free or on the cheap. And even if your side business doesn't become lucrative, your entrepreneurial initiative
may impress the hiring managers in your future. There are thousands of hobbies and interests that people
include on their CVs. Determination activities running, swimming, cycling, climbing, etc. If you cannot draw
this valid connection then do not include those activities. Although a cover letter is brief, a good one packs a
punch. And most language classes involve fun socializing activities and learning about foreign cultures.
Writing a Good Cover Letter Not sure what to write in a cover letter? Choose hobbies that are relevant to the
job relevant personal interests would be ideal Choose a variety of hobbies to show that you are an all-rounded
person Some additional guidelines for writing your CV interests section: Keep it short and to the point one
paragraph â€” maximum lines Be specific e. Tip Looking for more cover letter tips? Brain activities chess,
reading, etc. While this example demonstrates the information you need to include in the section, there are
various ways to format it. A well-written cover letter can get you interviews even if your resume is lacking.
After you get your finance job, say, the company may urgently need someone to take photos at an investor
event -- and you'll be able to save the day. If one applies to you, click on the corresponding link to learn more
about ways you can handle it. Tip Our business letter format guide covers letter writing of various types in
great detail, in the event you need more than just a cover letter for your job hunt. When applying for a job at a
company like Google, there is no harm in showing a little bit of your fun, playful and human side because that
fits in nicely with their company culture. What is the purpose of a cover letter? Here are several examples of
scenarios that might cause a hiring manager to second guess your cover letter. Different activities can be
interpreted differently depending on the job you are applying for.


